
Announcing 
the cAmpAign 
for curiodyssey
At CuriOdyssey, we treat kids like the 
geniuses they are. We let them loose to 
observe wild animals, experiment with 
scientific phenomena and let the natural 
world answer their questions. Because 
learning to think like a scientist early 
on gives them the tools they’ll need to 
take on the real world challenges of the 
future. 

While we have a 60-year legacy, 
our journey to reinvent ourselves as 
CuriOdyssey began just eight years 
ago. In that time, we’ve become a 
nationally recognized science education 
center and an invaluable resource 
for the community. We offer more 
than 100,000 young visitors up-close 
encounters with real science annually. 
Summer camps regularly sell out within 

days, and we host hundreds of classes 
for Bay Area schools, with the demand 
increasing year after year. We’re doing 
all of this work in a building that was 
cutting-edge for its time. But today, 
it just doesn’t support our expanded 
mission, and we are squeezing into 
available space. This community 
deserves a best-in-class resource that 
can better serve our kids and suit our 
programs. 

That’s why I’m excited to announce 
that we’re raising $35 million to turn 
CuriOdyssey into the ultimate serious 
science playground. We will modernize 
and completely remake our building 
utilizing the principles of sustainable 
architecture. We will vastly increase 
our usable space, allowing for more 
capacity, camps, exhibits, wildlife 
programs and school programs. We will 
offer new experiences such as a wildlife 
observation deck and an outdoor 
natural play area. These changes will 
take CuriOdyssey from a community 
treasure to a world-class institution.
 

Science education is more important 
than ever, and it’s time we give it the 
attention it deserves. With the new 
CuriOdyssey as our hub, and by 
changing the way kids learn about 
science, we can pave the way for 
new generations of critical thinkers, 
problem-solvers, innovators and 
environmental stewards. So let’s build 
the future of CuriOdyssey so our kids 
can build theirs.   

Please let your friends and colleagues 
know about the exciting plans 
unfolding at CuriOdyssey!  Help 
spread the word that our community 
is creating a world-class hub for science 
learning right here on the Peninsula. 

Visit support.curiodyssey.org to get 
involved.  

 
Rachel Meyer
Executive Director
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What the new CuriOdyssey  
will look like:
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2X THE NUMBER OF CLASSROOMS. Currently we have adapted two spaces into 
classrooms, which simply cannot meet the demand placed on them. With four classrooms 
in the new CuriOdyssey, we can accommodate many more school programs and grow our 
summer camp program by 50%. Each classroom will be readily accessible to the outdoors 
and provide an apt venue for wildlife education programs.

3X THE AMOUNT OF EXHIBIT SPACE. Today, we have 32 exhibits awkwardly 
squeezed into our lobby, courtyard and corridors. The new CuriOdyssey will house 100 
exhibits, allowing us to cover many more topics in many more ways. Once we fill up 
our new space, we’ll begin a rotation cycle to feed in our newest ideas. With that, the 
CuriOdyssey experience will constantly evolve and invite new opportunities for learning 
and exploration. 

LARGE OUTDOOR NATURAL PLAY AREA. The land surrounding CuriOdyssey is 
ripe for adventure. This new play area will offer kids a wild place to safely explore, clamber 
over boulders and play among the trees.

IMMERSIVE WILDLIFE OBSERVATION DECK. The second story of our building 
sits at the canopy level of the surrounding trees, bringing us eye level to where the wild 
birds roam. With the new CuriOdyssey, we will take advantage of this rare vantage point 
with an immersive wildlife observation deck that brings the outdoors inside. This space 
will invite visitors to be active observers of the unique ecosystem in beautiful Coyote Point 
Park.

 
 
 

  Allocation of funds
$11 million will fund education 
and wildlife programs, exhibit 
development, campaign costs and 
partnerships with local schools and 
community organizations.

 
$24 million will go towards expanding 
and modernizing our main building, 
creating an outdoor natural play 
area and landscaping with native 
chaparral.

You’ll Invest. 
theY’ll Invent.  

science is a superpower. It’s 
the strongest force we have to 
change and shape our world. 
And with this power, our kids can 
take on any challenge the future 
holds. 

so let’s give kids the superpower 
of science through more exhibits, 
more classroom space, expansive 
outdoor play spaces and areas to 
observe wildlife. 



AeriAl view 
the new curiodyssey is designed 
with the environment in mind. the 
roof of our building will feature state-
of-the-art cooling towers that serve 
as environmentally-conscious climate 
control. the roof will also feature a 
platform and station for our popular egg 
drop education activity. long walkways 
and an observation area will provide 
direct access to the outdoors. 

interior lobby view 
the two-story interior of the new 
curiodyssey will incorporate reused 
and repurposed elements of the current 
redwood hall. in our commitment to 
sustainability, the design will use the 
beautiful planks and beams that helped 
build the museum in the 1980s. 

in doing this, we’ll retain a piece of our 
former building as a reminder of our 
past and the san mateo county Junior 
museum Auxiliary who founded us and 
helped us get where we are today.

exterior entrAnce 
the new curiodyssey boasts a modern, 
pavilion-style exterior with a universally 
accessible entrance. multiple peek-
through windows provide kid-height 
sightlines inside the wildlife exhibits.  

A balcony offers views of the park and 
additional opportunities to connect with 
nature.  
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Build it and they will become.  
:
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On Saturday, September 26, 300 guests joined us at the Western White House, hosted 
by Kalpa and Shailesh Mehta, and raised $160,000 for children’s science education!  

We thank all of our donors; your support at the CuriOdyssey Gala gives the superpower 
of science to more than 100,000 children who visit us each year. Our Fund-A-Need 
raised an incredible $84,000 for CuriOdyssey’s free science programming for low-
income schools and groups, which will account for more than a third of all school 
programming provided this school year.

BArn owls hAve ArrIved!
this summer, curiodyssey received three 
female barn owls. these creatures have 
this name because they will often inhabit 
buildings, especially barns. this is no 
accident; barns happen to be very attractive 
spaces to occupy. there is typically an 
ample rodent supply inside these structures. 

the barn owls in our care each have a 
varied history. “winifred” came to us from 
native Animal rescue in santa cruz.  she 
was hit by a car and has permanent wing 
damage that left her flightless. “Zelda” 
was a former pet who is now imprinted 
on humans; she also came to us from the 
native Animal rescue in santa cruz. 
“bernadette” was hatched at the scovill Zoo 
in decatur, il and was transferred to us in 
August 2015. 

Thank you for a successful gala!

New Exhibition Now Open! see the world through A 
dIfferent lens In our new 
exhIBItIon

touch and explore various tactile tiles in the new exhibition.

play with patterns and observe how light transforms objects. What do you see when you look through a larger-than-life kaleidoscope? Does the curve 
of a mirror influence how you view the world? How do reflections change in a mirror 
that is split into hundreds of little pieces?

CuriOdyssey’s Reflections + Perceptions is a new, sensory exhibition that enables 
exploration of visual and tactile perception. Experience surprising optical effects by 
experimenting with various optical patterns; play with reflective, refractive, optical and 
translucent materials.  

View the world through a different lens in Reflections + Perceptions.  Now open. 

the curiodyssey gala committee and co-chairsthe western white house

photo of barn owl by leigh simpson



$5M and above
TomKat Charitable Trust

$1M and above
Anonymous (1) 
CuriOdyssey Board of Trustees 

2012-2015
The David and Lucile Packard 

Foundation
Jennifer and Owen Van Natta

$500,000 and above
Anonymous (1) 
Cathy and Blake Krikorian

$100,000 and above
Anonymous (3) 
Atkinson Foundation
Thomas and Joan Brown
EMIKA Fund 
John and Marcia Goldman 

Foundation
Guernsey/Lauher/Wilhoit Family: 

Bill Guernsey
Diane Guernsey
Lana and Kenn Guernsey

Peggy Bort Jones
Lanier/Trigg/Brookes Family: 

Mrs. Rolf H. Brookes
Linda and Sterling Lanier
Sterling and Jessica Lanier
Leslie and Mike Trigg

Steven and Laurel Miranda
Gordon Myers
Susan Orr
Amy and James Ramsey
Constance Sevier
Andrew and Elizabeth Spokes
Polly and Ted Taylor
Wells Fargo Foundation

$50,000 and above
Anonymous (1)
Sharon and Joel Friedman
Rhonda and Gregory Hemmi
Marilyn A. Hohbach
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Johnson
Matthew and Anne Lynde
Rachel Meyer

Leadership Gifts:  
$19* Million Raised To-Date 
During the Quiet Phase of the Campaign, The TomKat Charitable Trust, and the David 
and Lucile Packard Foundation, together with CuriOdyssey’s Board of Trustees, invested 
a combined total of $11 million.  Many other generous donors joined in to get us to the 
halfway mark!

We thank all of our visionary leaders who have given to CuriOdyssey’s Capital Campaign.  

The Campaign  
for CuriOdyssey 

 
Campaign Co-Chairs 

linda lanier
Kathryn taylor  

 
Board of Trustees

Chair 
constance sevier

Vice Chairs 
Amy ramsey

holly rockwood
Ann Aristides

 
Treasurer 

Joseph winters
 

Secretary 
Anne lynde

A. charles cattano  
patricia dassios 

christina clarke dur 
Aaron gruber 

cheryl hightower 
brian Koch 

cathy Krikorian 
*Kimarie matthews 

Jordan murray 
gisela paulsen 

ryan polley 
tara samuels 

robert shambarger 
daniel simon 

*nancy spencer 
beth springer 
patrice wilbur 

*Executive Committee 
 

Volunteer Representative 
deborah wallace 

 
Emeritus Trustees 

thomas r. brown 
robert e. henderson 

Kathryn taylor 
polly hoover taylor

Advisory Council 
dr. paul doherty 

edith eddy 
dave holland 

marilyn loushin-miller 
dr. vera michalchik 

peter steinhart 
 

Executive Director 
rachel meyer 
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The McWilliams Family:
Mrs. Anne McWilliams
Mr. and Mrs. Keith B. 

McWilliams
Danielle and Gil Simon
Jack and Judy Warner
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wilbur
Bruce and Frances Wright

Donors up to $49,999
Anonymous (1) 
Mr. Herbert A. Allen and Ms. 

Monica De la Torre
Marilyn Bancel and Rik Myslewski
Fred and Betty Barnes
Judith W. Barton
R. Duncan and Catherine 

Beardsley
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Bellamy
Christopher and Liat Bishko
Julia Bott
Lee Cauble and Salvador Lahoz
Bob and Kathy Ceremsak
Sherry and Brian Chan
Erik Chow
Dr. Betty L. Cosgrove
Patricia and Angelos Dassios
Melanie Echanique
Christine Egy Rose and Shawn 

Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Ellis
Laura Rosen Ellison
Fernau & Hartman Architects**
Fitzpatrick Family
Charles and Wendy Forrester
Jennifer Gale
J.P. Garcia and Margarita L. 

Mendez
Mr. and Mrs. James Gates
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gregory
Aaron and Ida Gruber
Megan Hankins
Alexander and Kaarin Hardy
Hillary Hempstead and Joseph 

Kovacic
Lisa Hicks-Dumanske and Family
Cheryl Hightower
Marian and Tom Hill
Jason Hirschhorn
Bryan Holmes

Mr. James Ingwersen
Patricia and Richard Jenkins
Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Joerger
Judith Jones and Nicholas 

Winkworth
Patricia and George Kammerer
Nicole and Robert Keller
John and Rozella Kennedy
Rebecca and Stuart Kirkpatrick
Amy and Brad Koch
Gretchen and Brian Koch
Maja Kristin
Eliza Lubetkin
Joan Martel and David Mitchell
Stephen and Kimarie Matthews
Caitlin O’Hara
Kenneth Olivier and Angela 

Nomellini
Carl Oosterman
Patterson Family Foundation
Gisela Paulsen and David McNinch
Mrs. Jack F. Pearse
Dr. Lawrence H. Peterson
Sofia Puchner
Ralls Gruber & Niece LLP**
Anne Riley
Holly and Mark Rockwood
Tara and Jeffrey Samuels
Jan and Paul Scardina
Alexis and Katie Schmidt
MaryAnne and Kai Shih
Lauren and Prairie Sims
Myra Sinkamo
Nancy Spencer and W. Hardy 

Callcott
Beth Springer and Paul Rosenblum
CuriOdyssey Staff 2012-2015
Stern Family
Patricia Stirling
Diana K. Turner
Tom van Loben Sels
Joseph and Megan Winters
Helen Yoshii

*Includes a $2M challenge grant 
conditional pledge from the TomKat 
Charitable Trust

** In-kind donation

And now we invite our community at large to join our cause and create our serious science 
playground here on the Bay in San Mateo County. To get involved and find out more, please 
come visit, go to CuriOdyssey.org, email give@curiodyssey.org, or call 650-340-7571.  

Thank you to all our staff and volunteers who have brought us to this milestone in CuriOdyssey’s 
history. 

You can help give children the superpower of science!
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